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Overview
•High Speed Rail in the U.S.A:

How it all started?
Interesting Facts
Rumors
Clearing some Rumors

•HSR Route choices
•HSR Station Locations
•Opportunities:

Economic
Mixed- Use Development
Multi-modal transportation

• Lessons Learned

http://www.wsj.com/articles/texas-group-races-for-high-speed-rail-1423592965



"Imagine waking up in Dallas, going to Houston
for lunch, and being back in Big D for a 3 p.m.
meeting. Sound like a fantasy? It could be
reality in just a few years, thanks to a fast-
moving Texas company that plans to deploy
fast-moving trains."

Reporter Shelley Kofler



•To realize President Obama’s 
vision of giving 80% of 
Americans access to high-speed 
rail within the next 25 years, 
Congress made $8 billion 
available through the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
of 2009 (ARRA).

•On April 16 2009, President 
Obama, together with Vice 
President Biden and U.S. 
Transportation Secretary Ray 
LaHood, announced a new 
vision for developing high-
speed intercity passenger rail 
in America.

How it all STARTED….



Interesting Facts

Economy needed to boost the 
HSR working would be 

around$36 billion until 2025.

108,000 riders per day in 2025 based 
on a 2009 study, (Texas Rail Plan)

3D Model of PROPOSED elevated track

386km long (240 miles) in 
approximately 90 minutes



•The project will split properties in half, cut farmers and ranchers off from large
portions of their land, restrict their access to water, and prevent the movement of
equipment, cattle and wildlife.

•The project is seeking federal loans, which means it is not private. If the project
fails, taxpayers will still get stuck paying for a bail out.

•A private company does not have the right to use eminent domain.

•High-speed rail is not profitable – it has failed everywhere it has been tried.

•High-speed rail isn’t viable in America —people can already drive or fly. High-
speed trains offer minimal advantages at best, your “final mile” travel options are
limited, and Texans just love their trucks too much to ride trains.

•First responders in the smaller counties between North Texas and Houston will
be unable to handle the care and management of a high-speed train accident or
derailment.

http://www.texascentral.com/rumors-vs-reality/land-access/

Rumors…



Lets clear some NOW…
Is HSR safe, beneficial and environment friendly?

Case Study: The Shinkansen—Japan’s bullet train 
that brought high-speed rail to the world in 1963

•In the over 50 years it’s been running, there 
have been zero accident-related injuries or 
deaths for passengers.

•It has phenomenal anti-quake technology.

•The Shinkansen is often celebrated 
worldwide for its average delay of a mere six 
seconds.

•Maximum speeds of 240–320 km/h (150–
200 mph).

•Increase in employment and industrial 
shipments

•Increase in number of tourists and 
conferences.

•The amount of CO₂ per unit transport 
volume produced directly by the Shinkansen 
is only about 16% that of a passenger car

http://www.jrtr.net/jrtr03/f09_oka.html



Lets clear some NOW…

http://www.ownerscounsel.com/news/property-owner-faqs/



HSR Route Choices…

FRA, 2015- Alignment Alternatives 
Analysis Report



Proposed Station Locations
Dallas- Dallas County

http://www.texascentral.com/alignment-maps/dallas-county-alignment-maps/



Proposed Station Locations
Houston- Harris County

http://www.texascentral.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/12/OpenHouseExhibit_22x34_StripMap_Harris_5_reduced.pdf/



Proposed Station Locations
Grimes County

http://www.texascentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/OpenHouseExhibit_22x34_StripMap_Grimes_3_reduced.pdf



Yes, its Necessary!

http://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Opponents-of-Houston-Dallas-high-speed-rail-boast-9289815.php



Yes, its Necessary!

http://www.chron.com/news/transportation/article/Study-finds-high-speed-rail-line-an-economic-shot-6572216.php



Yes, its Necessary!



Connecting A&M to Campus
Why?

•High student Population from Houston and Dallas.

•Good activity centers around College Station are scattered across Houston, 
Dallas, Austin, and San Antonio.

•Students travel frequently by :
Greyhound
Mega bus
Zimrides and other rideshare options

•Ground Shuttles for airport run to and fro around SIX times all throughout the 
day.

•National and state level conferences in Transportation as well as other sectors 
throughout the year, attracts a huge crowd from the big cities.



•Economic Growth 
•Mixed-use development
•Multi-modal transportation

Opportunities 



•Increase in employment opportunities
•Avenues for local businesses
•Reduces dependence on oil resource 
•Mitigates congestion (by diverting the traffic from Houston-Dallas)
•Studies proves that transit line promotes economic development
•Encourages tourism

Economic Growth 



•Increase development around the transit corridor
•Increase in population density
•Promotes technological cluster through accessibility 

Mixed-use development

http://www.ushsr.com/benefits/economic.html



http://smartgrowth.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/multimodal-transportation-400x300.png

Multimodal Transportation

•Opportunity to reduce auto dependency
•Connect the existing transit to the HSR

–Spatially
–Coordinated scheduling 



Multimodal Transportation: Dallas

https://www.dart.org/maps/printrailmap.asp

•Bus
•Rail
•Bike share 
•Uber
•Connects the DFW airport with 
the center (possible HSR station 
location)



Multimodal Transportation: 
Houston

•Bus to some 
areas 
•Light rail extends 
to certain points 
(need more…)
•Park and ride 
options 
•Bike share 
•Uber



Government Policies
Brazos and Grimes county
• In the Bryan College Station 2040 Metropolitan Transportation 
Plan (2014) 
•Access to high-speed rail was most very important with 36% focusing it as 
most or second most important while 32% considered it least important to 
their livelihood.
•But now the project faces opposition from the Brazos county

Federal 
•There is a need for the Federal government to develop regulations and 
specifications for HSR design and construction, as the different 
performance characteristics make them incompatible with the current 
specifications for rail in the US. (MTI)
•Education and training to build up the HSR workforce in the country is 
required. (MTI)



Lessons Learned

•Participatory process

•Careful process for land acquisition

•Focus on the last mile connectivity

•Current Partners: Dallas City Council, DART, Houston Area Business 
Organizations  
•Potential Partners: Texas A&M University, TTI



•Darren A. Prum  ,  Sarah L. Catz , 2012 , High Speed Rail in America: An 
Evaluation of the Regulatory, Real Property, and Environmental Obstacles a 
Project will Encounter  NORTH CAROLINA JOURNAL OF LAW & TECHNOLOGY 
VOLUME 13, ISSUE 2: SPRING 2012
•Advancing High-Speed Rail Policy in the United States
•Mineta Transportation Institute (MTI ) Report 11-18
•Funded by U.S. Department of Transportation and California Department of 
Transportation
•http://texasrailadvocates.org/2016/02/06/dallashoustonhighspeedrailopponentspre
pforlegalfight/
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